Introduction
Large scientific collaborations are increasingly employing web-service-oriented architectures to manage their scientific enterprises. The reasons for this are tied to the fact that science is becoming more multidisciplinary and, to make progress on key scientific questions, it is increasingly dependent upon complex workflows of data analysis and simulation tasks. For example, in the area of biology, modeling a cell involves the integration of many complex, interacting processes, each of which may be understood by only one or two specialists on a team (physicists, biochemists, or complex systems engineers). In the area of severe storm prediction, as illustrated by the examples in this paper, a single storm prediction may involve the interaction of a data mining task with data integration from real-time instruments and massive simulations which, in the future, will drive the control of online instruments such as Doppler radars. These large research communities are often divided into teams of specialists, each responsible for a particular set of resources and applications. All of the resources used to host each team's applications-together with a layer of services (described below) that ties them together-are often referred to as a grid. The users of this grid are the members of the community who need to invoke these applications individually or as part of a workflow to solve particular problems. To build these workflows, it is necessary to overcome the barriers introduced by the heterogeneous nature of the community's grid and applications. Web services are designed specifically to solve this problem, and they have become the foundation for most new grid standards.
Unfortunately, most of the applications developed and used by scientific communities are command-line applications written in Fortran, C, and a host of scripting languages. These applications are fast and efficient, and they represent state-of-the-art science; however, they are often platform-dependent and difficult to integrate with applications from other disciplines. Programmatic access to these applications from remote clients is usually difficult. Many of them lack a graphical user interface (GUI), which makes them cumbersome for end users. Also, there is no standard way to describe their input parameters and output results or to monitor their ÓCopyright 2006 by International Business Machines Corporation. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted without payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copyright notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract, but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed royalty free without further permission by computer-based and other information-service systems. Permission to republish any other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
progress as they run for extended periods of time on the grid. By converting these command-line applications into application services, we can overcome many of the limitations mentioned above. In this paper, an application service is an application with a web-service interface that is described by the Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) [1] as a set of endpoints operating on messages containing document-oriented information. A web service can wrap an application, enclosing it and invoking it without the application having to be modified. In principle, the task of wrapping an application as a web service is not difficult for a specialist trained in web and web-service programming, but for most scientific application specialists, this is an extremely high barrier to surmount. There are a number of tools to help accomplish this task. However, simply providing a webservice interface is not sufficient to make the application a usable component in a distributed computation. One major concern is security. In particular, how can a scientist provide a selected group of users with access to application services without building a separate security infrastructure or requiring users to have login accounts on the host running the service? Another problem is making the service usable directly from a web portal, as well as making it a component in a workflow. The primary research contribution of this paper is to describe a framework we have built that allows scientists to wrap their applications as web services and deploy them on a grid; it also automatically provides an authorization system that allows selected users to securely interact with these services through automatically generated web interfaces, to compose scientific workflows using these services, and to monitor the status of their workflows on the grid using standard publish-subscription notification systems. The framework has four primary components:
Grid portal-A web server and gateway with which users may access services, compose workflows, and manage data. The portal is used by the application provider to create the service for others to use and by the users who wish to interact with the service through its automatically generated web interface. Generic factory service-Invoked from the portal by application providers to wrap applications as services and create new instances of these services on the grid (first introduced in [2] ). It is integrated with a capability-based authorization system that allows fine-grained control over user access to the deployed services. Workflow composer-A tool that allows users to compose complex and interesting workflows from application services.
Notification service-Allows application services to send messages that are logged by the portal and monitored by the workflow instance.
Finally, there is the grid itself. There are perhaps as many definitions of the term grid as there are grid deployments. The Global Grid Forum is in the process of defining a reference model for grids called the Open Grid Service Architecture [3] . However, for the tools described here, we assume very little. We define a grid to be a collection of computers that are configured in such a way that if they are separated by firewalls, a range of Internet Protocol (IP) ports have been left open so that services hosted on these machines can exchange messages. In addition, we assume that at least one machine in this set has some ports open to the outside world so that external facing services, such as the portal, can be used by clients elsewhere. We also make extensive use of the grid security infrastructure (GSI) security model [4] for user authentication. GSI offers us two advantages:
A user authentication framework that allows an application provider to present a signed certificate of identity that authenticates that user with each resource in the grid. This is called the single sign-on property because a user needs to enter a password only once to obtain a proxy certificate, which can be used by the portal or other clients to act on behalf of the user. A mechanism that allows remote execution, so that a process with a valid certificate running on one grid resource can instantiate a process on another grid resource. This can be done using the GSI-enabled SSH (Secure Shell) protocol or the Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) protocol.
In general, installing Globus [5] is one easy way to build a grid, but there are other solutions, such as the Open Middleware Infrastructure Institute [6] framework that may also be suitable. Within the grid, we deploy a set of persistent services that is part of the framework that supports the application services we create. These include the grid portal server, which contains the generic factory service used to create instances of application services ( Figure 1) .
The portal server also has a database that stores user context information that is loaded into the user session when the user connects through a web browser. The portal also loads the user's proxy certificate from a certificate vault and service authorization capabilities via a capability manager. When an application provider uses the factory service to start an instance of an application service, the application service registers its WSDL with a persistent service registry. The application service also publishes notifications about itself to the persistent notification service. To support service clients that are outside the grid and may not have fixed IP addresses, a message box service is provided as a messaging proxy. External clients can route messages to other services through the message box, or they can pull event notifications from a queue maintained on their behalf by the message box.
Related work
Over the last several years there has been substantial progress in building grid applications by composing them from predefined components and web services. The most notable among these are Taverna [7] , Triana [8] , and Kepler [9] . Each of these represents a powerful tool for composing workflows. Taverna is part of the myGrid project, focused on building middleware to support dataintensive experiments in molecular biology. Taverna has more than a thousand services that can be used as components in workflows. It also has an elegant approach to service discovery and capturing the full metadata context, including the provenance of all aspects of the scientific experiment represented by the workflow, including the data derivations and the workflow audit trail of invoked services.
At the user level, Triana provides an elegant and welltested composition tool and a large toolbox of ready-touse components. For grid application, Triana uses a software layer, called the grid application prototype, to distribute subsystems of the workflow graph to remote grid resources for execution.
The approach Kepler takes is based on an actororiented model that allows hierarchical modeling and dataflow semantics. The Kepler tools support a welldesigned graphical composition interface that is very intuitive and easy to use. To support the interaction with web services, Kepler uses a form of actor proxy for each web service that is invoked.
While these and other frameworks have been developed to compose and run scientific workflows on a grid, few have addressed the issues of security, and most of them do not support wrapping an application as a web service. Soaplab [10, 11] is a set of web services that provides programmatic access to some applications on remote computers. It can create two types of web serviceanalysis service and derived analysis service. While the former allows users to send input data as weakly typed name-value pairs, the latter has strongly typed methods for sending input data and receiving results. Soaplab uses Apache Axis [12] to create Sun Java** implementation classes and deployment descriptors for all derived analysis services. It uses CORBA [13] on the server side for finding, starting, controlling, and using applications.
Although Soaplab serves to wrap as a web service almost any command-line tool, it has a number of limitations. Soaplab does not have a web-service-based notification system that can accept CORBA events and propagate them to clients, but it does implement the Object Management Group life-science analysis engine, which has a CORBA-based event notification model. Soaplab does not support grid standards for service-level authentication and authorization.
Gowlab [14] is an application that enables ordinary web pages to be wrapped as web services. It also allows programmatic access to these services. However, these services are difficult to maintain because of the nonstandardized and changeable nature of web pages. Also, most web pages are nontrivial and require the Gowlab service provider to write Java implementation classes to extract information from them.
The GridLab [15] project aims to provide application tools and middleware for grid environments. It uses the grid application toolkit (GAT) [16] in Triana, which is a set of application program interfaces (APIs) that grid application programmers can use for uniformly accessing numerous grid services and middleware. However, GAT does not address the problem of wrapping existing applications as web services.
Figure 1
Scenario for creating and using an application service. There are a number of other frameworks, such as SeqHound [17] , BioMOBY [18] , and KEGG [19] , that are specific to bio-informatics and may not be general enough for applications in other domains.
Building services from applications
The generic service toolkit described here allows application providers to wrap their applications as secure web services. There are two primary components to the toolkit:
The generic factory service, which is a stateless and persistent web service that can be used for creating and instantiating application services. The generic service client, which can be used to interact with the factory and the application services that it creates.
To understand how the factory service can be used to create application services, we describe a typical use case. Suppose there is an application MyProgram that runs from the command line with a single integer parameter. Suppose also that MyProgram expects to find an input file inFile and produces an output file outFile. The user would like to create a web service that will allow anyone known to the web portal as a member of the MyTrustedUsers group to run this program. The user should provide only the value of the input parameter, the location of the input file, and the location in which the output is to be stored. The user should be able to provide this information either from the portal through a web interface generated by the application service or as part of a workflow. We assume that the input files are large and that they may be stored in some remote location, which is the case in many scientific enterprises. Consequently, we do not assume that the user will upload the file directly to the portal or the service, though this is possible. Rather, it is often better to pass the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) for the input files to the service. On the grid, this is often a GridFTP protocol [20] URL or a regular file path if the resources are network-file-system-mounted. The user should also receive a notification when the task has been completed or has failed.
We assume that MyProgram has been installed on some host. For example, assume that it is at MyHost.com and is located in the directory path /u/myapps/bin/ MyProgram. There are two actions that our application provider must take to create an application service with the above capabilities:
Write a service map document (SMD), which is a simple Extensible Markup Language (XML) description of the service. We describe the document for this case in detail below. The document contains information about the parameters of the application, the location of the application, and the policy information concerning which individuals and groups are authorized to invoke the service. If the application is to be run on a machine that is part of a Globus-based grid, the service can be instantiated from the portal. In this case, the application provider logs in to the portal and uses the generic service portlet to upload the SMD. We describe this step in greater detail below. If the application is on a machine that is not on a Globusbased grid, it is possible to start the service from the command line on that machine.
The letters in Figure 1 illustrate the detailed flow of service interactions. In step A, the application provider has uploaded the service map document to the portal. The portal then pushes the SMD to the factory service, which, in step B, uses GRAM to launch the application service on the remote host. The application service on the remote host uses the service map to configure itself as the web service and generates its WSDL, which is registered with a well-known registry service so that it can be discovered by the portal or a workflow (step C). Finally, in step D, the service registers the authorization capabilities with a capability manager. The details of the capability manager are described in greater detail in the next section of this paper.
The numbered steps in Figure 1 illustrate the user view of an interaction with the service. When a user logs in to the portal, it loads the user's authorization capabilities. Then, using the generic service portlet, the user can search the service registry for the service and, in step 5, request the user interface to the service. The interface, which is generated by the service and returned to the portal, provides the user with a web interface to supply the input parameters to the service. If the user has the required authorization capabilities, the portal automatically invokes the service. In step 7, the service invokes the application and passes it to the parameters defined in the SMD. The service runs the application and publishes notifications about the progress of the execution.
Service map schema
The service map schema contains information about the service port types, including their operation and input and output parameters. It also contains configuration parameters that are needed to instantiate the service. An SMD that conforms to the service map schema has three main elements: service, port type, and creation parameter. The service element describes the service to be created. It contains the name of the service and a short description of the service. It also contains metadata about the service. In our simple example of a MyProgram service, the document has the top-level structure shown below. Note that the document is XML, but we have tried to present it in a more human-readable form that uses indentation to denote nesting and italics to represent string values. (Our future work includes building a tool to guide users through the construction of the document without requiring the users to write raw XML.) The port-type element contains a list of operations (also known as methods). Each operation has a name, an access policy, a description, metadata, and, if desired, a list of default values. The main method in our service example is ''run,'' which is the one that we use to pass the application parameters inFile and the integer we call count. The complete specification of this method is shown below. There are several things to notice. First, the run method has an associated application tag that provides a path to the application. The tag policy defines the authorization policy. In the current implementation, the policy specification is quite simple and allows the application provider to specify a list of users and groups authorized to access the service and a lifetime for the policy. In this case, it indicates that users in the group defined by myFriends are allowed to invoke this method.
Each parameter can also have associated metadata, which can be used by the portal to help guide the user in the selection of a valid parameter. In the case of the output file URL, the portal can use the metadata to present the user with a set of valid locations that the user and the service can access and store the output file. In this case, the metadata for the input parameter outFile specifies a requirement that the directory must be accessible by GridFTP. This information allows our workflow composer to query the registry service for input parameter values that satisfy the input parameter requirements. In the future, it will allow the workflow composer to compose workflows by allowing users to connect outputs of a service to the inputs of other services only if they are semantically correct. Finally, there is an output parameter called outFileURL, which is a message generated by the service when the execution terminates. Output parameters are used when the service is employed in a workflow and the user wishes to use the output of this service as input to another. This is an output message that can be used as an input to another service in a workflow
In the run method, there are two additional parameters that are hidden (i.e., they are values that are not provided by the user). These values are used by the portal and the workflow to identify the URL of the message broker that is the target of notifications. The second is the topic of the notifications. The topic uniquely identifies this service or workflow invocation so that it is possible to subscribe to the message stream to see messages related only to this service invocation.
inputParameter (hidden¼ ''true''):
This is the URL of the broker to which messages will be sent inputParameter (hidden¼ ''true''):
The topic to which notification messages will be sent
The creation parameter element specifies the physical location in which the service will be created and the other parameters that are needed to create the service, including the installation path for the service code base, the application working directory, a temporary directory for the application to save temporary files, and a range of ports to use for the service. Creating and accessing services from the portal The standard grid portals we describe here are based on the JSR-168 portlet container model [21] as implemented in the Open Grid Computing Environment portal framework [22] . When a user authenticates with the portal, a context is created for that user session. What the user sees is a set of portlets that each have a user interface and some back-end logic that runs in the portal server. The application provider uses the generic factory service to wrap an application as a web service. To do so, the provider first uses the proxy-manager portlet to load the grid proxy certificate into the portal context. The provider then uses the generic service client (also known as the generic service portlet) to access the factory. To create a service, the SMD is uploaded to the portlet, which then transfers it to the factory. After validating the service map document, the factory creates and starts the service on the specified host using GRAM [23, 24] . After it is instantiated, the service registers its WSDL with a registry service. This allows the service to be discovered by interested clients and end users who search for it in the registry using its name or metadata. The registry returns the service WSDL that the clients use to access the service. While client programs such as workflows access the service programmatically, end users rely on a web interface that is generated by the service itself-a concept that we borrowed from the Web Services for Remote Portlets specification [25] .
When a user accesses a service using the generic service portlet, the portlet requests the service for a user interface. The service then creates a user interface, which is a Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) form, and sends it back to the portlet, which is displayed to the user. The user interface shows all of the operations that the user is allowed to invoke on the service. When the user selects an operation, the portlet sends another request to the service to obtain the user interface for that operation-an HTML form that the user must complete in order to invoke the operation. In the SMD, the application provider can describe the user interface the service should create for its users.
For example, the application provider can specify the user interface for an input parameter using its displayAs attribute, which tells the service what HTML form element to use to display the default values for that input parameter. A number of values are supported for this attribute, including ListBox, RadioButton, CheckBox, and RemoteFile. Some of these have special properties; for example, the RemoteFile provides a browse button for the user to upload a file to the portlet, which then transfers it to the application service using GridFTP.
For example, Figure 2 illustrates the user interface generated from the SMD for the standard basic local alignment search tool (BLAST) service [26] . In this case, there are four methods that can be invoked. The text in the web page is generated from the description of the methods in the service map.
When the user selects a specific method (in this case, B12seq), the user is presented with the specific parameter form that must be completed to invoke that method ( Figure 3) . After the user specifies all input parameter values for an operation, the portlet sends a Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) message to the service to invoke that operation. The service then invokes the application and sends notification messages about its status and the status of its application to a notification service. Clients and end users can then listen to these notification messages by subscribing to the topic to which the notification messages are being sent.
The notification service we use is called Web Services Messenger (WS-Messenger). It is our implementation of a notification model and is compliant with the WSNotification [27] and WS-Eventing [28] specifications. It provides a messaging service for web services based on the publish and subscribe paradigm. WS-Messenger uses a topic-based notification channel for sending notifications. A topic is a subject of common interest among the services participating in a workflow to which all notification messages of the workflow are sent. The publish and subscribe notification mechanism and the creation of a topic are transparent to end users. There are three main components in our notification model: the notification consumer, the notification publisher, and the notification broker [29] . The notification consumer is an event sink; it is a web service that waits for notifications to arrive and handles them appropriately. All services that have to receive notifications use this service. Some clients, such as desktop tools, must listen for notifications that are generated by services. Unfortunately, these clients are often not associated with a fixed IP address that is visible to WS-Messenger, or they are behind a firewall. Consequently, we use a subscription proxy tool called the message box [30] that can hold message subscriptions for mobile clients or those hidden behind firewalls. These clients periodically pull messages from the message box rather than having them delivered via a standard WS-Eventing push.
The workflow execution engine that executes a workflow subscribes to this service to receive notifications from all of the services in the workflow; the notification publisher is used to publish these notifications. All services created by the generic factory service have a built-in notification publisher to publish notifications. The notification broker is a service that acts as an intermediary and relays messages from a publisher to a consumer. It is persistent in nature and stores messages that cannot be delivered to the consumer. These messages can be retrieved later by the consumer.
A mediation approach is used to achieve compliance between the WS-Notification and WS-Eventing specifications. The WS-Messenger broker automatically converts the messages from one format to the other according to predefined transformation rules. The subscription request type for a listener determines the message format that the notification consumer receives. If a WS-Notification subscription request is received by the broker, it sends WS-Notification messages to the listener.
Similarly, if a WS-Eventing subscription is received by the broker, the broker sends WS-Eventing messages to that listener. The publisher can publish messages in either format to the WS-Messenger broker; it makes no difference to the notification consumers.
Architecture of an application service
The factory creates an application service from its description in the SMD. Neither the application provider nor the factory generates any code for implementing the service interface. Also, no client-side stubs or server-side skeletons are created. (A stub is a client's local proxy for a remote object. The client uses the stub to communicate with the remote object-actually, the skeleton of the remote object. The skeleton is responsible for dispatching the client's communication to the actual remote object.) So how does the factory convert a service description into an actual service?
The answer lies in the message processor that is present in all application services created by the factory. The message processor is a very simple web service. It receives SOAP request messages and returns SOAP response messages, as many web services do. However, it cannot process the request messages because it does not know BLAST service interface generated from the service map document (SMD).
Figure 2
how to process them. The information that it needs to process the request messages is given to it by the application provider as an SMD. When given an SMD, the message processor reconfigures itself to support all the operations specified in the document. It then generates its WSDL and registers it with a registry. On the basis of the information in the service WSDL, a client can create a SOAP request message for the operation that the user wants to invoke on the service. When the message processor receives such a request message, it validates the message and invokes the application associated with the operation in a separate thread of execution. The mapping between the operation and the application is obtained from the SMD. The list of input parameter values for the operation has a one-to-one correspondence to the list of input parameter values for the application. The factory can invoke almost any command-line application, such as UNIX** commands, or more sophisticated scripts written in languages such as Jython, Python, and Perl. The design of the message processor is simple yet powerful. It makes the application service lightweight but highly configurable. No code generation is needed to create a service from its description.
Security in application services
There are two primary security components in this system: authentication and authorization. Our working assumption is that users authenticate with the portal server through a standard https-based username and password or, if available, a more advanced approach. The portal loads a grid proxy certificate into the user's portal context. The proxy certificate is an X.509 certificate extension defined in the GSI for the purposes of delegation and single sign-on.
Once authenticated, the portal fetches capability authorization tokens from the authorization system. Our authorization system, called XPOLA, is a fine-grained authorization infrastructure for web and grid services based on capabilities [31] and the principle of least authority (POLA). A capability token is a detailed policy document containing authorization information for each service instance and all of its operations. It is signed by the application provider proxy certificate. The XPOLA infrastructure includes a persistent capability manager service, plug-in capability handlers on the service and client sides, and a portlet-based user interface for application providers and users to manage their capability tokens. Enforcement plug-in handlers ensure
User interface for the Bl2seq method generated by the BLAST service.
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that a user request can do no more than what is allowed as specified in the assigned capability token. XPOLA also supports role-based authorization by providing a group manager service. A service provider may create groups from users' distinguished names or make use of the existing group definitions to create supergroups from groups. The capability manager service and group manager service have persistent support based on a database. It is important to note that application providers and users rarely need to manage their capability tokens because the framework manages them on their behalf, as follows:
The application services create the capability tokens from the policy information in the SMD and register them with the capability manager service. The generic service portlet contacts the capability manager service and loads the user's capability tokens into the user's portal context just before accessing any service. The application services renew their capability tokens before they expire. The renewal policy is specified in the SMD by the application provider.
In the previous section, we outlined the basic protocol to access a service. We now describe it in more detail with respect to security. To access a service, a user logs in to the portal and then uses the generic service portlet to access the service. The portlet contacts the capability manager service and loads the user's capability tokens into the portal context. The portlet then sends a request to the service using the secure socket layer (SSL). The user's proxy certificate is used for authenticating the user to the service, and the application provider's proxy certificate is used for authenticating the service to the user. After mutual authentication, the service returns the user interface. All further interactions with the service are secure and are done through the portlet using SSL. When the user invokes an operation on the service, the portlet sends a SOAP request message and the user's capability token, signed by the user's proxy certificate. The service verifies the authenticity of the request and, if the user is authorized to do so, carries out the operation according to the capability token. While this protocol may seem potentially complex, the framework handles the complexity in a manner that is transparent to application providers and users. A more detailed and quantitative analysis of the performance is underway and will be published later.
Our web services rely on proxy certificates to authenticate users. A proxy certificate has a short lifetime of two hours to minimize the damage if it is compromised. However, if a service must run longer than that, the proxy certificate must be renewed. The certificate is renewed by the application service, which contacts a MyProxy server that stores the application providers' credentials [32] .
Composing workflows from the portal
So far, we have described how to wrap a single application as a web service. In this section we describe how to create workflows from the services using our workflow composer, called X-Workflow. X-Workflow provides an easy-to-use GUI that allows users to search for interesting services, visually connect them together to form workflows, and execute the workflows on the grid. Although this is not a new concept, X-Workflow has been designed with some additional features. It can monitor the progress of a workflow by subscribing to notifications from the workflow, make use of the metadata in the SMD to compose workflows, and compile the workflow into a standard workflow language for execution.
As discussed in the building services section above, an application provider uses the SMD to describe a service. This document is converted to an abstract WSDL by X-Workflow and registered with a registry. While a WSDL represents a service instance, an abstract WSDL represents a service. It allows the user to create workflows from nonexistent services. These services can be instantiated dynamically by the factory when the workflow is actually executed on the grid. The abstract WSDL contains information about the port types of the service, the operations, and their input and output data types.
Using X-Workflow, the user first searches a registry for interesting services. Each service is represented as a node with one or more inputs and outputs. The user creates a graph by interconnecting the services that constitute the workflow. The abstract WSDL also contains metadata about the service, port types, operations, and input and output parameters. Some of this metadata is made available by the application provider in the SMD. Other metadata about the input and output parameters can be obtained from other sources, such as the THREDDS [33] catalog generator service. After the user creates the graph that represents the workflow, the composer analyzes the dependencies among the constituent web services. It can then compile the workflow into a Jython script or a BPEL [34] script.
A particular abstract application service may have several concrete instances running at the same time on the grid. Each service instance may have a different policy associated with it. For example, services of a particular scientific community may not allow users of other communities to access them. The services created by our generic factory service include this policy information in the metadata for the operation elements in the WSDL. Before executing the workflow, our workflow engine searches the registry for service instances that satisfy the policy requirements. After starting the workflow, the workflow engine receives notification messages from the services to monitor their status. Notification messages contain status information and output parameters. The workflow engine may use the output parameters of a service as the input parameters to the next service in the workflow. It also monitors the services for error messages. In the event of a failure of a service invocation, the entire workflow is stopped.
Example application
We have successfully used our generic service toolkit to wrap scientific applications as web services for the Linked Environments for Atmospheric Discovery (LEAD) project [35] -a large National Science Foundation Information Technology Research (NSF ITR) grant to advance the art of severe storm prediction using advanced grid and supercomputing methods. In this section, we show some of the services we have created and how they are used by X-Workflow to compose workflows for weather forecasting. Figure 4 is a screen shot of the sample LEAD-coupled mesoscale weather forecasting experiment, which consists of prediction initialized by the ARPS Data Analysis System (ADAS) [36, 37] and forecasted by the Weather Research Forecast (WRF) model [38] system. The workflow involves 11 distinct services associated with 16 different input and configuration files. The application services are all wrapped with the tools described here.
This workflow is not yet in service as a production weather forecast tool, but it is being evaluated with the help of the LEAD meteorology team. One of the goals of the LEAD project is to put this, and other similar workflows, into the hands of forecasters and researchers as part of the Storm Prediction Centers Spring Experiments 2006, which tests promising new meteorological insights and technologies with the goal of creating advances in operational forecasting techniques for hazardous mesoscale weather events. To accomplish this goal will require substantial testing and, we are sure, Atmospheric Data Assimilation System-Weather Research Forecast system workflow.
Figure 4
countless improvements to the implementation of this service architecture.
Conclusions
Our generic framework allows scientists to wrap applications as web services, compose workflows from them, and execute them on a grid. The services created by our framework generate their own web interface, which allows end users to interact with them using thin and generic web service clients. Security is one of the prime concerns in a distributed environment. Our framework manages authentication and authorization during all interactions between clients and services in a manner that is almost transparent to application developers and end users. Users can search for services and compose workflows by visually interconnecting them in a workflow composer. Services use notification messages to report their status and results.
Much more work is needed to understand how well this system works in real applications. We are currently using this system with the LEAD severe storm prediction project and a bioinformatics grid project, but we have not done a rigorous usability analysis. We are currently planning to build a tool to allow users to compose SMDs without having to type XML. One thing we have learned is that complex workflows involving many services may require a complex array of input configuration and data files. Users may want to edit these files or interact with them in other ways. We need to be able to generate a good user interface for workflows in the same way that we can generate interfaces for services. Finally, we need to evaluate the robustness of the services and make them scalable by automatically creating new instances when the demand is high.
